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The bucket test differentiates patients with
MRI confirmed brainstem/cerebellar lesions
from patients having migraine and
dizziness alone
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Abstract

Background: Amongst the most challenging diagnostic dilemmas managing patients with vestibular symptoms
(i.e. vertigo, nausea, imbalance) is differentiating dangerous central vestibular disorders from benign causes. Migraine
has long been recognized as one of the most common causes of vestibular symptoms, but the clinical hallmarks of
vestibular migraine are notoriously inconsistent and thus the diagnosis is difficult to confirm. Here we conducted a
prospective study investigating the sensitivity and specificity of combining standard vestibular and neurological
examinations to determine how well central vestibular disorders (CVD) were distinguishable from vestibular migraine (VM).

Method: Twenty-seven symptomatic patients diagnosed with CVD and 36 symptomatic patients with VM underwent brain
imaging and clinical assessments including; 1) SVV bucket test, 2) ABCD2, 3) headache/vertigo history, 4) presence of focal
neurological signs, 5) nystagmus, and 6) clinical head impulse testing.

Results: Mean absolute SVV deviations measured by bucket testing in CVD and VM were 4.8 ± 4.1° and 0.7 ± 1.0°, respectively.
The abnormal rate of SVV deviations (> 2.3°) in CVD was significantly higher than VM (p < 0.001). Using the bucket
test alone to differentiate CVD from VM, sensitivity was 74.1%, specificity 91.7%, positive likelihood ratio (LR+) 8.9,
and negative likelihood ratio (LR-) 0.3. However, when we combined the SVV results with the clinical exam assessing
gaze stability (nystagmus) with an abnormal focal neurological exam, the sensitivity (92.6%) and specificity (88.9%) were
optimized (LR+ (8.3), LR- (0.08)).

Conclusion: The SVV bucket test is a useful clinical test to distinguish CVD from VM, particularly when interpreted along
with the results of a focal neurological exam and clinical exam for nystagmus.
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Background
Amongst the most challenging diagnostic dilemmas,
managing patients with vestibular symptoms (i.e. vertigo,
nausea, imbalance) is differentiating dangerous central
vestibular disorder (CVD) from benign causes. While
numerous scientific articles have discussed how to dif-
ferentiate CVD from peripheral vestibulopathy [1–3],

few studies explore the differential diagnosis between dan-
gerous CVD and vestibular migraine (VM). VM is com-
mon and benign though regarded as a broad-spectrum
central disorder [4]. Migraine has long been recognized as
one of the most common causes of vestibular symptoms,
but the clinical hallmarks of VM are notoriously inconsist-
ent and thus the diagnosis is difficult to confirm [5, 6].
The current diagnostic criteria of VM are 1) episodes of
recurrent spontaneous vertigo of moderate to severe de-
gree, 2) personal history of migraine fulfilling the criteria
of the International Headache Society (IHS), and 3) the
accompaniment of migraine features during vertigo at-
tacks [7]. Despite the recently adopted clinical definition
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of VM, the clinical and oculographic evidence is varied.
For example, although most head impulse testing is nor-
mal in patients with VM, patients with VM can have
abnormal head impulse or abnormal caloric examination
suggesting a peripheral cause [8]. Abnormal ocular motor
function has been reported in VM suggesting a central
cause yet as many as 35% of patients with VM are unable
to be classified as either having a central or peripheral ori-
gin [8–10]. Finally, low velocity nystagmus that does not
follow the expected characteristics of a peripheral etiology
(i.e. downbeat nystagmus instead of persistent horizontally
directed nystagmus) is common in patients with VM [11],
yet this finding, unfortunately, causes a majority of
patients with VM to be diagnosed as having a CVD.
Although migraine is a pathophysiology involving the
cortical regions that process vestibular afference, it is not
considered as sinister as CVD. In addition to the expect-
ation of a better clinical outcome, the differences in acute
treatment and the long-term prophylaxis are completely
different between migraine and dangerous central lesions.
Therefore, the prompt differentiating of CVD from VM is
a critical goal for clinicians. Despite this, the importance
of differentiating CVD from VM is overlooked for a num-
ber of reasons.
First, VM is thought to be easily differentiated from

CVD based on a history that includes the presence of
migraine headache and associated symptoms (i.e., photo-
phobia and phonophobia). However, in roughly half of
patients with VM, the vestibular symptoms are not
accompanied by headache [6]. Additionally, most strokes
caused by vertebral artery dissection and 14% of transi-
ent ischemic attacks (TIA) in the vertebrobasilar terri-
tories also present with headache, further complicating
the differential diagnosis [12, 13]. Finally, while the pres-
ence of photophobia and phonophobia can sometimes
be useful, they are non-specific, particularly in the acute
stage of vertigo related to migraine [14].
Second, VM is supposed to be recurrent (i.e., episodic

vestibular syndrome), different from CVD that presents
as a monophasic prolonged vertigo (i.e., acute vestibular
syndrome). Nonetheless, vertebrobasilar TIA can cause
recurrent bouts of dizziness, which may be confused
with VM symptoms [15]. In addition, duration of VM
episodes are notoriously variable, where intense episodes
may occur on the order of minutes to hours to days [9],
or as constant and lingering symptoms of less intensity
but lasting months or years [16]. Recently, emerging
evidence confirms vestibular symptoms from vestibular
migraine can to be chronic [17]. The initial episodes of
VM can be frighteningly similar with the acute vestibular
syndrome or an acute but transient vestibular syndrome
(< 24 h).
Third, CVD is traditionally thought be easily diag-

nosed on the identification of focal neurological deficits,

however, recent studies report many patients with CVD
have no focal neurological signs [18–21]. In the absence of
an abnormal imaging study, patients with CVD and a
normal focal neurological exam are often misdiagnosed as
having an unspecified peripheral vestibular disorder [22].
Fourth, some specialists expect the three-step examin-

ation that includes the head impulse test, evaluation of
nystagmus, and test of skew deviation (HINTS) can dif-
ferentiate CVD from all benign vertigo. Indeed, when
applied for differentiating CVD from peripheral disor-
ders in the acute vestibular syndrome, HINTS is very
useful with an optimal sensitivity (100%) and specificity
(96%) [1]. However, it is clinically inappropriate to use
HINTS to differentiate CVD from VM since the head
impulse test is usually normal in both CVD and VM.
For these reasons, we believe that developing a bedside

diagnostic battery to differentiate dangerous CVD from
VM is of a clinical significance. We examined how well
a series of clinical bedside tests and medical histories
distinguished patients with CVD from patients with VM.
Our goal was to identify any combination of neuro-ves-
tibular bedside exams that might improve the sensitivity
and specificity to distinguish CVD from VM.

Method
Patient subjects and healthy controls
We prospectively consented 66 consecutive and symp-
tomatic patients diagnosed with CVD (n = 27) or VM
(n = 36) from the Taichung Tzu Chi Hospital Neurology
Dizziness Clinic in Taiwan between January 1, 2013 and
December 31, 2013. Healthy volunteers with age and
gender matched with CVD were recruited to be the
healthy controls (n = 27). All the patients who had pro-
longed vestibular symptoms (≧ 24 h) without clear diag-
noses underwent brain MRI. Patients with CVD were
diagnosed by the results of brain MRI and had verified
brainstem and/or cerebellar lesions confirmed by neuro-
radiologists. Patients with VM were diagnosed using the
accepted diagnostic criteria of VM as published in the
International Classification of Vestibular Disorders
(ICVD) (Additional file 2: Table S1) [7]. Each of the 63
patients were experiencing vertigo, dizziness or unsteadi-
ness at the time of their clinical exam.
Any patient with history of a peripheral vestibular dis-

order (i.e. BPPV or vestibular hypofunction) was excluded.
In the VM group, those with a history of structural brain
lesions were excluded. In the CVD group, any patient with
a preceding history of migraine was excluded. Considering
the effect of vestibular compensation, we also excluded
the patients diagnosed with brainstem or cerebellar tu-
mors. Healthy controls were excluded if they reported
vestibular symptoms. MRI with MR angiography was per-
formed in VM patients 3–6 days after clinical exam to rule
out brainstem, cerebellar lesions, or vertebrobasilar TIA
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when their clinical exam was suggestive of a central lesion
(i.e. video-oculographic confirmed gaze-evoked nystagmus).
A board-certificated neurologist performed a structured

clinical examination on each patient to include: 1) Subject-
ive Visual Vertical (SVV) using the bucket test, 2) ABCD2,
3) headache and vertigo history, 4) focal neurological (i.e.
proprioception, vision) exam, 5) video-oculography exam-
ining for spontaneous, gaze evoked, positional, and head
shaking-induced nystagmus, and 6) clinical head impulse
testing. Healthy control subjects completed only the SVV
test.

Subjective visual vertical using bucket test
Deviation of the SVV is a clinical sign of a deficit involv-
ing the graviceptive pathways [23]. Tests of SVV are
widely used in neuro-otological examinations to detect
the dysfunction of otolith organs and vertical semicircu-
lar canals, and to help diagnose central vestibular disor-
ders [24–26]. The test is performed with subjects seated
upright looking into an opaque plastic bucket, with the
head placed inside the rim of the bucket to prevent
visual orientation cues. A straight, yellow diametric line
is placed on the interior and bottom of the bucket. On
the exterior, the bottom of the bucket held a protractor
(180°), with a zero line at 90° corresponding to the true
vertical. A weighted string was suspended from the cen-
ter of the bucket bottom and served as the plumb line
for which the reading was made [27]. For each measure-
ment of SVV, the examiner rotated the bucket to an ini-
tial displacement, and from there the subject rotated the
bucket clockwise or counterclockwise to an endpoint,
stopping when the inside line appeared to be vertical
(Additional file 1: Figure S1). The examiner noted the
position of the plumb line on the protractor. Three trials
were performed, with an inter-trial interval of 1 minute.
Mean values of the SVV deviations were calculated for
all subjects. We defined the normal range of SVV devi-
ation as determined by the bucket test to be 0 ± 2.3°
based on the literature [27].

ABCD2

The ABCD2 exam (Additional file 3: Table S2) combines
points for Age, Blood pressure, Clinical features, Dur-
ation of symptoms, and presence of Diabetes as means
to help predict the risk of stroke after having a transient
ischemic attack. ABCD2 scores ≧4 are defined as having
a higher risk of a future cerebrovascular event [28].

Nystagmus
Spontaneous and gaze-evoked nystagmus (i.e. the nystag-
mus induced by eccentric gaze 30 degrees from central
position) in upright and seated position was first examined
in room light. Next, video-oculography (Synapsys, France)
was employed and these two exams were repeated, along

with Dix-Hallpike test, supine roll test, and the head-shak-
ing nystagmus test.

Focal neurological signs
Formal neurological examinations were performed on all
patients, including clinical assessments for cognition and
cranial nerves, manual muscle tests, deep tendon reflex
and Babinski’s sign, sensory tests (pinprick, light touch,
vibration, and joint position sense), tests for limb ataxia
(finger-to-nose test, heel-to-shin test, finger tapping, and
foot tapping), and gait. The definition of having abnor-
mal focal neurological signs was the presence of one or
more of the following, (i) dysfunction of cranial nerves,
(ii) weakness or upper motor neuron signs, (iii) sensory
defects, or (iv) limb ataxia.
Postural imbalance or unsteadiness, which may appear

in the acute stage of various vestibular disorders, were
not included as focal neurological signs. Alteration of
consciousness or other cognitive impairments were also
excluded as a positive focal neurological sign, as they
were more likely to be affected by diffuse cortical or
non-neurological processes such as metabolic distur-
bances or drug effects.

Head impulse test
Horizontal head impulse testing was performed at the
bedside. Patients were instructed to look at the exam-
iner’s nose, and the examiner quickly turned the pa-
tient’s head with small amplitude, moderate velocity, and
high acceleration head rotations while observing the
patients’ eyes. The existence of a re-fixation saccade was
defined as “positive.” Repetitive head impulses of unpre-
dictable timing and direction were applied in attempt to
reduce the presence of covert saccades and increase the
test sensitivity [29].

Statistical analysis
All data was assessed for normality. Student’s t-test was
used to examine continuous data between groups. For
non-parametric data, we used the Mann-Whitney U-test
(i.e., absolute deviation of SVV). Chi-squared analysis
and the Fisher’s exact test compared the categorical vari-
ables between the groups. In order to determine how
well the SVV bucket test distinguished CVD from VM,
we used the receiver-operating characteristic (ROC)
curve and calculated the area under the ROC curve
(AUC). For investigation of diagnostic accuracy, the sen-
sitivity, specificity, positive likelihood ratio and negative
likelihood ratio of our different clinical measures were
determined and compared using the McNemar test. The
comparisons were set at a minimum significance level
(α) to 0.05, but for multiple comparisons between CVD
and VM we performed a Bonferroni correction with an
α-level adjusted to a minimum of 0.0041. Statistical
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significance was assessed with SPSS (version 23) (IBM
SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).

Results
Demographic data, ABCD2, and headache
The demographic data and clinical characteristics of en-
rolled patients are listed in Table 1. When compared
with the VM group, patients in the CVD group had 1)
significantly higher age, 2) lower female/male ratio, 3)
higher proportion of diabetes, 4) higher proportion of
hypertension, and 5) fewer headaches preceding or fol-
lowing the attack of vestibular symptoms. The ABCD2

was significantly higher in the CVD group compared
with the VM group (p < 0.001). 51.9% of CVD patients
(54.1% excluding nonvascular etiologies) in contrast to
5.6% of VM patients had ABCD2 ≧4. Although accom-
panying headache is one of the characteristics of VM,
only 58.3% of VM patients complained of headache pre-
ceding or following the attack of vestibular symptoms.
Etiologies in the CVD group included infarction (n =

22), hemorrhage (n = 2), and multiple sclerosis (n = 3).
Nineteen of 27 participants were male. Lesions were
localized to the medulla oblongata (n = 4), pons (n = 7),
cerebellum (n = 11), or multiple regions (n = 5). The dur-
ation of symptom onset and clinical examination was
within 3 days (n = 7), 4–10 days (n = 9), or more than 10
days (n = 11) (Table 2).
In the VM group, 21 patients were diagnosed with

“definite” and 15 patients were diagnosed with probable
VM, per the criteria specified in the ICVD [7]. The dur-
ation of symptom onset and clinical examination was be-
tween 2 h and 2 days. Nine patients were found to have
central ocular motor signs during video-oculography,
including weak downbeat nystagmus (n = 2), perverted
head shaking nystagmus (n = 2), and central positional

nystagmus (n = 5) (Additional file 4: Table S3). They
underwent MRI with MR angiography; all showed nor-
mal results.

Subjective visual vertical
The absolute deviation of the SVV in the CVD group
was 4.8 ± 4.1°, much larger than the SVV deviation in
age/gender-matched healthy controls (0.9 ± 1.0°; Mann-
Whitney U-test; p < 0.001) (SVV results for healthy
controls are listed in Additional file 5: Table S4). The
absolute deviation of SVV in the VM group was 0.7 ±
1.0°, much smaller than the SVV deviations in the CVD
group (Mann-Whitney U-test; p < 0.001) (Table 1). ROC
analysis revealed an AUC of 0.9, demonstrating excellent
discrimination for SVV to differentiate CVD from VM.
The best threshold to detect SVV deviations outside the
normal range was 2.2°, a value nearly equivalent to those
cited as the normal range of SVV deviation (±2.3°) for
healthy subjects in the literature [27] (Fig. 1).
With the normal range of SVV deviation for the

bucket test set at ±2.3° from the vertical [27], the abnor-
mal rate of SVV deviation in the CVD group was found
to be significantly higher than that of the VM group
(74.1% VS 8.3%; Chi-Square test; p < 0.001) (Table 1).
Despite heterogeneous etiologies in the CVD group,

24 of the 27 patients who were diagnosed with stroke
(22 with infarction and 2 with hemorrhage) had a higher
abnormal rate of SVV deviation than the VM group
(75% vs 8.3%; Chi-Square test; p < 0.001). Although the
intervals between onset and assessment were different in
the CVD group, 7 patients who were assessed within 3
days after onset had mean SVV deviation 6.3°, 9 who
were assessed 4–10 days after onset had mean SVV devi-
ation 4.5°, and 11 patients who were assessed more than
10 days after onset had mean SVV deviation 4.1°. In the

Table 1 Demographic and clinical test data in CVD and VM

CVD (n = 27) VM (n = 36) p value

Age, mean years ±1SD 57.0 ± 16.7 43.0 ± 15.8 < 0.001

Female, n (%) 8 (29.6%) 31 (86.1%) < 0.001

Diabetes, n (%) 10 (37.0%) 2 (5.6%) 0.002

Hypertension, n (%) 17 (63.0%) 3 (8.3%) < 0.001

ABCD2≧4, n (%) 14 (51.9%) 2 (5.6%) < 0.001

Headachea, n (%) 4 (14.8%) 21 (58.3%) < 0.001

Absolute SVV, mean ± 1SD 4.8 ± 4.1° 0.7 ± 1.0° < 0.001

Patients with SVV > 2.3°, n (%) 20 (74.1%) 3 (8.3%) < 0.001

Focal neurological signs, n (%) 11 (40.7%) 1 (2.8%) < 0.001

Nystagmus in room light, n (%) 9 (33.3%) 0 (0) –

Nystagmus with fixation blocked, n (%) 13 (48.1%) 16 (44.4%) 0.77

Head impulse test (%) 3 (11.1%) 0 (0) –

CVD central vestibular disorders, VM vestibular migraine, SVV subjective visual vertical
aHeadache preceded or followed the vestibular attack
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Table 2 Clinical features of the patients with CVD

Age
Groupa

From onset to
assessment

Diagnosis Location Symptoms/signs Nystagmus in
room light

Nystagmus with
fixation blocked

SVV Head
impulse test

E 3 days Infarction Right medulla Isolated vertigo None None 15.7°,
R

Negative

B 4 days Infarction Multiple areas Isolated vertigo GEN GEN 15.7°,
R

Positive, L

A 2 weeks Infarction Left medulla Vertigo, facial
numbness

GEN GEN 11.0°,
L

Positive, L

D 3 days Infarction Right pons Vertigo, dysmetria Right-beating SN Right-beating SN 9.0°, L Negative

B 3 days Infarction Bilateral
cerebellum

Isolated vertigo Right-beating SN Right-beating SN 8.0°, L Negative

D 2 weeks Infarction Left medulla Vertigo,
hemiparesthesia

None Right-beating SN 6.7°, L Negative

D 3 days Infarction Right
cerebellum

Isolated vertigo None Right-beating HSN 6.0°, L Negative

A 3 weeks Infarction Right
cerebellum

Isolated vertigo None None 5.0°,
R

Negative

E 7 days Infarction Right
cerebellum

Isolated vertigo None None 5.0°, L Negative

A 10 days Infarction Left pons Vertigo, dysarthria None None 4.7°, L Negative

E 8 days Infarction Left pons Vertigo, hemiparesis None None 4.7°, L Negative

E 3 weeks Infarction Bilateral pons Vertigo, hemiparesis None None 4.3°,
R

Negative

B 3 days Infarction Right
cerebellum

Isolated vertigo Right-beating SN Right-beating SN 4.3°, L Negative

C 3 weeks Infarction Multiple areas Isolated vertigo None None 4.3°,
R

Negative

B 2 weeks Multiple
sclerosis

Left medulla Isolated vertigo Downbeat SN Downbeat SN 3.7°, L Negative

B 7 days Infarction Right
cerebellum

Isolated vertigo None None 3.7°, L Negative

B 1 month Infarction Bilateral
cerebellum

Isolated vertigo GEN Left-beating SN, GEN 3.0°, L Positive, L

D 6 days Hemorrhage Left
cerebellum

Vertigo, dysmetria None Left-beating HSN 3.0°,
R

Negative

E 2 weeks Infarction Right
cerebellum

Isolated vertigo None None 2.7°, L Negative

C 3 weeks Infarction Left pons Isolated vertigo None None 2.3°, L Negative

D 4 days Infarction Bilateral pons Isolated vertigo None None 2.0°, L Negative

D 8 days Multiple
sclerosis

Multiple areas Vertigo, hemianopia None None 1.7°,
R

Negative

C 2 weeks Multiple
sclerosis

Multiple areas Vertigo, dysarthria GEN Left-beating HSN, PN 1.3°, L Negative

C 2 days Infarction Multiple areas Isolated vertigo None None 1.0°, L Negative

C 1month Infarction Left
cerebellum

Isolated vertigo Left-beating SN Left-beating SN, HSN 0.3°,
R

Negative

D 2 days Infarction Left pons Vertigo, facial palsy,
dysarthria

None None 0° Negative

E 4 days Hemorrhage Left
cerebellum

Vertigo, dysmetria None Left-beating HSN 0° Negative

M male, F female, B bilateral, GEN gaze-evoked nystagmus, SN spontaneous nystagmus, HSN head-shaking nystagmus, PN positional nystagmus, SVV subjective
visual vertical
aAge grouping: A, 30–41 years; B, 42–51 years; C, 51–60 years; D, 61–71 years; E, > 72 years
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CVD subgroups assessed at different stages (≤ 3 days,
4–10 days, and > 10 days), the abnormal rates of SVV
deviation were all higher than that of the VM group
(Fisher’s exact test; p < 0.005). Seven patients in CVD
group had significant deviation of SVV, which was the
only abnormal findings in their clinical tests (Table 2).

Other clinical tests
Of the 27 patients diagnosed with CVD, 11 patients
(40.1%) presented with focal neurological signs. By con-
trast, only one patient with VM (2.8%) presented with a
focal neurological sign (visual field defect) preceding the

onset of vertigo. When nystagmus was observed in room
light (unaided), nystagmus was present in 9 of 27 CVD
patients (33.3%) and included unidirectional horizontal
nystagmus (n = 4), gaze-evoked nystagmus (n = 4), and
vertical nystagmus (n = 1). Unlike the CVD group, the
room light exam for nystagmus in the patients with VM
was normal. However, during video-oculography (fixation
blocked), 16 of the 36 VM patients (44.4%) showed a weak
spontaneous nystagmus (n = 4); persistent positional nys-
tagmus atypical for benign paroxysmal positional vertigo
(n = 10), and/or head-shaking induced nystagmus (n = 8)
(Additional file 4: Table S3). Nystagmus with fixation
blocked was not able to differentiate CVD from VM (Chi-
Square test; p = 0.77). Clinical head impulse testing was
abnormal (presence of corrective saccades) in only three
(11.1%) of the CVD patients, and none of patients with
VM (Table 1). The three CVD patients with abnormal
HIT had left lateral pontine/right cerebellar infarcts, left
lateral medullary infarct, and bilateral cerebellar infarcts
respectively.

Diagnostic accuracy
The sensitivity, specificity, positive likelihood ratio and
negative likelihood ratio of the bucket test alone was 74.1,
91.7%, 8.9, and 0.3 respectively. Compared with other
diagnostic tests, SVV was the most sensitive (McNemar
test; p < 0.05), but not the most specific (Table 3).
In order to improve diagnostic accuracy, we combined

SVV with the other clinical tests to help differentiate
CVD from VM. When we combined the presence of an
abnormal SVV deviation as measured by the bucket test,
abnormal focal neurological signs, or nystagmus ob-
served in room light (the presence of all three was de-
fined as positive while the absence of all three was
defined as “negative”), sensitivity improved to 92.6%,
while the specificity remained relatively stable (88.9%).

Fig. 1 ROC curve of SVV for differentiating CVD from VM. The area
under the curve was 0.9, and the best threshold was 2.2. (solid line –
ROC curve; dotted line - reference line)

Table 3 Diagnostic accuracy for distinguishing CVD from VM

Diagnostic tool Sensitivity,
% (95% CI)

Specificity,
% (95% CI)

Positive likelihood
ratio (95% CI)

Negative likelihood
ratio (95% CI)

Clinical examinations

Abnormal SVV deviationa 74.1% (55.3–86.8%) 91.7% (78.2–97.1%) 8.9 (2.9–26.9) 0.3 (0.1–0.5)

Focal neurological signs 40.7% (24.5–59.3%) 97.2% (85.8–99.5%) 14.7 (2.0–106.8) 0.6 (0.4–0.8)

Nystagmus in room light 33.3% (18.6–52.2%) 100% (90.4–100%) Undefinedb 0.7 (0.5–0.9)

Combination of three signsc 92.6% (76.6–97.9%) 88.9% (74.7–95.6%) 8.3 (3.3–21.1) 0.08 (0.02–0.3)

Head impulse test 11.1% (3.9–28.1%) 100% (90.4–100%) Undefined 0.9 (0.8–1.0)

History

ABCD2 51.9% (34.0–69.3%) 94.4% (81.9–98.5%) 9.3 (2.3–37.7) 0.5 (0.3–0.8)

No headache 85.2% (67.5–94.1%) 58.3% (42.2–72.9%) 2 (1.3–3.1) 0.3 (0.1–0.7)

Combination of all the histories/tests above 100% (87.5–100%) 50% (34.5–65.5%) 2 (1.4–2.8) 0
aAbnormal SVV deviation means absolute deviation of SVV greater than 2.3°
bWhen specificity is 100%, positive likelihood ratio is undefined
cPresence of abnormal SVV deviation, focal neurological signs, or nystagmus during room light exam provide the optimal diagnostic accuracy
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The inclusion of head impulse, headache history, and
the ABCD2 did not improve accuracy (Table 3).

Discussion
In this study, we consider the unique and combined
benefit of standard bedside ocular motor examinations
and medical histories to distinguish CVD from VM. Our
study found that the SVV bucket test was the single,
most sensitive bedside exam for identifying CVD in
these difficult patients. However, the addition of a posi-
tive neurologic exam and gaze instability optimized our
ability to distinguish an elusive CVD from VM.
Abnormal SVV is proposed as a sensitive sign of brain-

stem pathology [23], but is also abnormal in patients with
cerebellar lesions [30]. Unfortunately, patients with acute
peripheral vestibular hypofunction also can have an ab-
normal perception of vertical and thus SVV is considered
insensitive to distinguish central from peripheral causes of
vestibular disorders [31]. Early studies of SVV in patients
with migraine have either combined VM with peripheral
etiologies, only included patients with migraine headache
but not vertigo, or measured SVV during the interictal
period [32–34]. Those reports showed no significant devi-
ations, or only very subtle, non-pathological deviations.
Two recent studies have shown that patients with vestibu-
lar migraine have SVV similar with normal controls, as we
report [35, 36]. Similar with prior data, rarely did we find
that VM can cause an abnormal SVV deviation (2/36;
5.6%) during an acute episode. The reason for why

patients with CVD have abnormal SVV but those with
VM do not, is unknown but may related to structural ver-
sus functional differences in the lesion and/or the involve-
ment of unilateral or bilateral vestibular pathways.
For our study groups, sensitivity (74.1%) and specificity

(91.7%) of the SVV bucket test alone was roughly com-
parable to the findings from the nystagmus and focal
neurological examinations alone. However, the bucket
test as performed in our study is not accurate enough to
be an independent diagnostic tool, given its sensitivity
was not high enough to identify CVD.
Traditionally, CVD has been identified by the presence

of focal neurological signs. However, this concept has
been challenged in recent years following the publication
of several reports demonstrating that small lesions in the
nodulus, uvula, lateral medulla or dorsal pons can create
vertigo in the absence of neurological signs [18–21]. In a
large prospective study (n = 101), only 19% of CVD pa-
tients had focal neurological signs (e.g. 51% with truncal
ataxia) [1]. Similarly, in our study focal neurological
signs were observed in only 40.7% of the CVD patients,
much less than those showing an abnormal SVV
(74.1%). The fact that some of the CVD patients failed
to exhibit apparent neurological signs or nystagmus but
had a marked deviation of SVV suggests a covert and
potentially dangerous imbalance of the graviceptive
pathways (see the examples in Fig. 2). While there is no
precedent for replacing the standard neurological exam-
ination, combining the SVV bucket test with results

Fig. 2 Two cases of unremarkable focal neurological or nystagmus findings but marked SVV deviations. a, b A young man (30–35 years) complaining
of dizziness only had equivocal facial numbness and end-gaze nystagmus. However, the bucket test revealed an SVV deviation of 11 degrees to the
left; MRI showed a tiny infarct in the left lateral medulla (arrow). c, d An older man (50–55 years) with 10 days of dizziness but no focal neurological
signs or nystagmus: His bucket test showed an SVV deviation of 5 degrees to the left; MRI showed a cavernous hemangioma in the dorsal medulla
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from a nystagmus exam and the focal neurological exam
significantly sharpens the diagnostic accuracy to distin-
guish CVD from VM. It remains possible that focal
neurological signs can betray the auras of basilar-type or
hemiplegic migraine. But these migraine variants are
supposed to be rare, or at least their prevalence is sub-
stantially lower than that of VM.
Nystagmus is an important sign for diagnosing ves-

tibular disorders, and in our study, 33.3% of CVD pa-
tients presented with nystagmus when examined directly
in room light. By contrast, none of the 36 VM patients
had nystagmus appreciable in room light (unaided),
though 16 patients did have weak nystagmus on video-
oculography (fixation blocked). These findings are com-
patible with the study of Polensak and Tusa, in which all
of the 26 patients with acute VM failed to exhibit spon-
taneous or gaze-evoked nystagmus without removal of
visual fixation [11]. Although VM patients show certain
features of central-type ocular motor dysfunction that
can be indistinguishable from CVD [9], in our study the
nystagmus associated with VM was suppressed by visual
fixation, which is atypical in patients with CVD [37, 38].
Compatible with prior studies, we found that the vas-

cular risk score ABCD2 was not sensitive for detecting
CVD [28]. We also show that nearly a half of patients
with VM did not present with headache within close
proximity of their vestibular symptoms [6]. These results
suggest that differentiation between CVD and VM is not
possible by history alone. In addition, we found that
head impulse testing alone (sensitivity 11.1%), which can
be useful in differentiating central from peripheral
causes of vestibular symptoms, was not useful for differ-
entiating CVD from VM.

Limitations
There exist a few limitations associated with this study.
Vertigo due to an asymmetry in the resting firing rates
of each vestibular system is a dynamic process and its
associated signs may have changed by the time the
exams were conducted. This may have led to an under-
estimation of either the abnormal SVV deviations, focal
neurological signs, or nystagmus. This is unlikely to have
had a significant impact given that each of the patients
consented in our study were symptomatic during clinical
assessment. Second, the duration between vertigo onset
and examination was different between the CVD and
VM groups. Despite the longer duration, patients in the
CVD group still had higher rates of abnormal SVV devi-
ations, abnormal nystagmus and positive focal neuro-
logical signs compared with the VM group. It remains
possible though, that if the patients with CVD were
examined closer to the time from onset, the magnitude
of their abnormal examinations would have been greater.
Third, recent literature suggests 6–10 repetitions of SVV

testing, evenly applied to both sides is optimal [39, 40].
Thus it is possible that were we to have used a greater
number of SVV repetitions, diagnostic accuracy of SVV
alone in differentiating CVD from VM may have im-
proved. Finally, while adequate, the sample size is not
very large and thus we cannot exclude the existence of
sampling bias. Larger, community-based studies are war-
ranted to confirm and extend our results to the general
population.

Conclusion
This study found the combined clinical findings of per-
ception of a tilted vertical (SVV bucket test > 2.3°), a
positive neurological exam, and gaze stability being
abnormal (spontaneous or gaze-evoked nystagmus with
visual fixation) has high sensitivity and specificity to
distinguish CVD from VM. The addition of the head
impulse test, the ABCD2, and history of headache may
be helpful to inform the diagnosis but do not improve
diagnostic efficiency. In the case of acute vertigo presen-
tations, the HINTS examination remains the most im-
portant tool for distinguishing central from peripheral
causes. However, in the case of a normal head impulse
test, a pathophysiological reason such as VM may be the
cause – in which case the diagnostic battery combining
bucket test, focal neurological signs and nystagmus is
very useful.
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